
Everything is possible!
We bring you an extravagant winter event!

➢ We strengthen the team spirit of your workforce!

➢ We develop innovative and individual event concepts.

➢ We create new impulses with our ideas and bring 

your visions to life.

➢ We advise and implement your wishes and goals 

based on the latest communication technologies.

➢ We are Europe's leading experts in team events, 

training, exceptional incentives and conventions.

➢ We offer the highest quality and safety standards.

➢ We have been working with teamgeist in the event 

sector since 1992.

Our ideas for your successful EVENT!



Best Price
GUARANTEE

Winter & Xmas KAPLA®-Wonderland

atmospheric

Winter & Xmas KAPLA®-Wonderland
A magical team building event for your Christmas party.

With KAPLA® bricks, creativity and tact your participants can make their Christmas dreams come

true. Teamwork and interaction are requested when engaging in your personal Xmas-KAPLA® Day

during Advent. In addition to the wooden KAPLA®-bricks we provide LEGO-elements, fir sprigs, cotton

and Christmas tree ornaments for your teams. The task is to create a magical Winter and Christmas

KAPLA® world. This specification can be extended to making use of your event‘s theme, your

corporate values or your company vision for the upcoming year. The fun, joyous and successful

distraction enhances the sustainability of this team building even making your Christmas party

unforgettable.

As a grand finale, the beautiful winter and Xmas landscapes are celebrated. The most beautiful

works of art could be awarded by having each team present their team Wonderland with a re-

scripted Christmas poem or song.
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„The Mystery of the 13“
Escape Game

mysteriously

Escape Game „The Mystery of the 13“
An annual statement with PURE thrill!

We will bring our mobile escape game to your company, your conference hotel or any other desired

venue. An exciting encounter with the “The Mystery of the 13" poses many questions; in the

beginning, everything seems unclear and mysterious. But what lies behind the "secret"? A

underground circle of 13 people wants to plunge the world into chaos with the aid of an artificial

intelligence code. Can you prevent this and avert this impending disaster with your team? Countless

puzzles, riddles and team challenges must be solved to save the world. The linchpin of the game are

mysterious boxes with many different puzzles. Task for the team is to decode piece by piece "The

Mystery of the 13". Our game leader leads through the twists of the story and provides additional

entertainment.

Show your talent in the Team, solve the puzzles together and save the world!
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Outdoor-Xmas-Challenge

versatile

Outdoor-Xmas-Challenge
Your Christmas „TEAM“spirit!

How about a small, contemplative team building activity in winter scenery? Everything is more intense

and sustainably perceived. Announce an outdoor event and prepare your participants by giving note

on outdoor winter clothing, and a fun team day out is guaranteed. Our Outdoor-Xmas-Challenge

offers interesting activities to ensure a fantastic atmosphere, lots if fun and nice entertainment. Your

participants can display just how much of the „TEAM“spirit of Christmas lies in them. Which group will

toss the Christmas Tree the furthest, or take the most interesting Christmas Team Photo? Good team

understanding and a little strategy will make the difference to score the points of the overall team

victory!

The inclusion of indoor games is just possible as the dinner highlight in a restaurant of your

choice or a festively decorated room on your company premises.
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Indoor-Xmas-Challenge

weather independent

Indoor-Xmas-Challenge
Team“SPIRIT“ completely Christmassy!

How about the end of the year event with little a team competition? Completely weather-independent,

your employees can experience an attractive program. Create a fantastic, sociable and fun

atmosphere with the Indoor Xmas Challenge. The Challenge consists of truly entertaining and

attractive activities that demands all talents within the team. Who will build the highest Christmas tree

with KAPLA® bricks? Who is sharpest in remembering in our perception game? Or which team

knows the most about Christmas in the Winter Quiz? In an enjoyable ambience you can chat, be

inventive and original. Whichever modules you choose, each game focuses on joy, diversity and team

spirit.

Why not top off your thrilling awards ceremony with a cosy Christmas dinner and enjoyable

conversations?
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Xmas-Impulse Theatre

phenomenal

Xmas-Impulse Theatre
Write your own Christmas story?

Christmas party and nothing to do? Guess again! Each of your guests surely knows a typical Christmas

song, poem, Winter episode or Advent tale to tell. We assemble your participants and provide them

with various decorating and disguising materials, props, costumes and Christmas utensils. After a short

brain storming session of the teams all move to act! Singing, rhyming, acting, dancing, creating,

performing – anything goes! Everyone can do – no one must! The different roles within a team leave

space to engage a little or a lot. Male or female: Writers, actors, choreographers, creatives, directors,

artistic directors, singers or dancers are needed! And should one not relate to this type of art there is

always need for someone to document, photograph and film the lively event.

The given theme of Christmas season for this event will ensure a true Christmas Story to be told

– a wonderful surprise for everyone!
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Christmas Market-Rallye

Christmassy

Christmas Market Rallye
Christmas flair and team building!

Design this year‘s Christmas Market visit more exciting and embark with us on the adventurous

Christmas Market-Rallye. Equipped with GPS device, city map and road book you start off onto a

thrilling journey through the city. Solve tricky riddles, master challenging team tasks together with all

team members. The teams must prove smart thinking and perseverance to make the goals first. The

exciting tour does not only lead past the most famous sights but ends on the beautiful Christmas

Market where delicious mulled wine awaits.

After so much fresh and crisp wintry air you could end your eventful celebration with a cosy

and delicious Christmas dinner in a choice restaurant. A convivial closure with good

conversation and friendly get-together.
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Xmas-Tab-Action-Quiz

resourceful

Xmas-Tab-Action-Quiz
A quiz show with action, creativity and a lot of fun.

Brains, speed and teamwork are required in this interactive and enjoyable event executable at your

choice venue. As a team you must answer fun trivia questions and accomplish tricky team tasks and

entertaining games. The range is spread throughout all fields of knowledge an of course Christmas.

Equipped with various materials our highly motivated guides and quizmaster will lead the teams

through this event. After the introduction of the Quiz-App installed on the iPads, the teams individually

begin their first trivia round. Each quiz trivia is followed by an action round. Ingenuity, skill group work

and communication are required here, too. Which team will make most points?

Optional adjustments including company-related questions, specials topics and contents as

well as your corporate design can be implemented on request.
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iPad Short Film-/Commercial Festival

dramatic

iPad Short Film- / Commercial Festival
Just right for your annual review!

After a short briefing and the reception of the film bags, iPads, director’s scripts and props, the teams

start their own short film production. Feeling the energy of the creative process each participant is part of

it all! The teams have to shoot a short film or commercial on a given theme. The venues can be chosen

freely or according to the topic. The teams shoot different "takes" editing them with the iMovie program.

They edit the film material, underscore it with music, create introductions and closing credits and much

more. Subject to the time at hand the film can be shot in one take. In the end or for the evening event an

Oscar awards ceremony could happen with the famous words …and the Oscar goes to...

You do not want your most important company and team values to disappear in a word

document, but to be lived by your participants? Then this format is ideal for you. In short: A

team adventure with the added value of training!
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Night Archery

unerringly

Night Archery
Absolute concentration, focusing and a unique atmosphere!

And suddenly everything is quiet and everone is concentrated. Close your eyes again, take a deep

breath, open your eyes and...shoot! The arrow flies towards the target with incredible speed.

Bullseye! No, we are not stranded in a Robin Hood adventure land. Welcome to our teamgeist

archery event! Concentration, absolute inner peace, a thrilling contest, especially in the winter months

a breathtaking atmosphere and tons of fun are waiting for the participants. Safety is, of course,

ensured as well, since our modern sport bows are no toys: Specially trained personnel, secured lanes

and archery nets make sure that the arrows go where they belong: Into the bullseye. Or at least onto

the target, because that is your task.

The good news is: Archery can easily be learned by anyone. The learning curve is extremely

steep, so that after a couple of trial shots under the supervision of our coaches, absolutely

everyone can score valuable points for their team.
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Winter and Xmas-iPad-tabtour

eventful

Winter and Xmas-iPad-tabtour
A digital Christmas celebration!

Like a sea of lights the tasks of the iPad-tour are spread across the city. These Tabspots are

geologically referenced points, coupled with smart Winter and Christmas riddles, puzzle games and

team tasks. Have you, for instance, ever saved Santa Claus or guessed special Christmas

fragrances? Within the radius of 80 m the Tabspots on the teams‘ iPad are unblocked for solving.

Only then can valuable points be collected by entering the correct answer into the iPad. Ate the end a

great show down with a bar graph displays the winning team: The victors wait to be applauded. How

a bout rounding off this thrilling event with a Christmas dinner?

Give your employees fun, drama and unique moments. Celebrate special achievements,

motivate your employees for the upcoming year or use the endless possibilities of the iPad

tour to adapt to your individual wishes.
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Christmas Golf Tournament

energetic

Christmas Golf Tournament
Your personal Christmas Golf Course – indoors and outdoors.

The most important tournament of the year can even take place in your office space or on your

premises. Engage your employees in one of the trendiest sports our Christmas Golf Tournament right

on the company grounds. According to your wishes we will set up 6, 9, or 12-wholes course for you.

Varied obstacles entice right from the start. Divided into flights of 6 to 8 persons the participants each

are given a miniature Christmas tree before the first tee off. The necessary baubles and light must be

obtained while playing the course. To be successful, you not only require good Putter handling. Only

the right strategy and support of all team members will complete your tree and light the tree lights.

A great experience for all players and a welcome change to the regular Christmas celebration:

With plenty of time for exchange and intercommunication during the game.
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Christmas Confectionary

appetizing

Christmas Confectionary
Winter, Christmas, baked delights…

Would you like the irresistible Winter scent of gingerbread wafting through the air of your offices this

year? Our gingerbread event does without oven and pots. Divided into teams and equipped with large

gingerbread sheets and decoration materials, the participants have the task to create a Christmas

work of art. With your skill, ingenuity and individuality, Christmas trees, sleighs with reindeer,

pyramids or even your festively decorated gingerbread company building can be created. After a short

planning phase, the architects and artists get down to business. With each gingerbread sheet used,

the teamwork of art grows with ornaments to complete it. If you prefer a bit more exclusivity, give your

teams the opportunity to win additional decoration material with selected team tasks.

Great fun for all participants and sweet teeth of your company. We can gladly hold a design

competition to award the most festive creations as a grand finale.
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Christmas-DART

something different

Christmas-DART
Guaranteed a fun variety for your party!

Everyone can hit the dartboard with a dart, and of course the corresponding points are counted. But

who manages to hit the Christmas baubles mounted in the outfield of the dartboard may double all

points achieved in this throw. The games is played on the basis of the classic Dart games of 301 or

501. After a short introduction of the darts rules and easy warm-up rounds, you and your team will

play for victory. You have to reduce the score from 501 or 301 points to, ideally, be the first team

scoring zero. The team players contend together and have to react to the throws of their teammates.

Our Christmas-DART game combines concentration, speed and precision in an ever repeating

excitement and surprise – where does the dart strike?

We guarantee an unique atmosphere and provide plenty of reasons to celebrate!
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Ice Sculpting / Ice Carving

exclusive

Ice Sculpting / Ice Carving
The ice breaker for new ideas.

Experience the fascination of ice as an outstanding and special kickoff team event. Have you in the

past also admired the artists capable of transforming wonderful works of art from inconspicuous

blocks of ice? Winter and Summer you can accomplish this unique experience with your team, too.

The choice of motif is yours and for simplification our ice sculpting artist will start you off with three

chainsaw cuts. Subsequently you and your team will get to work with sculpting tools and lots of

imagination. Once you have completed your figures our specialist will refine your works of art with the

flamethrower.

To finish off your ice sculptures should of course be showcased accordingly. Backlit with fire

and spotlights the magnitude of beauty will delight and awe all participants making this a

long-time memorable event.
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Mobile curling rink

funny

Mobile curling rink
Lots of fun with curling!

Motivate your colleagues and make them happy! In curling all your employees can compete against

each other in an exciting competition. We offer everything to provide a fantastic competition with

wintery flair. Whether Christmas party or the beginning of the new year, Teamgeist Curling is feasible

with the mobile sheets indoors at the venue of your convenience. After teaming up, the groups start

with the first trial passes on the sheets to familiarize themselves with the rules of the game. Our team

guides supervise the entire process and record results. After several rounds the winning team will be

ceremoniously declared in a small award ceremony.

Whether as a team competition, as part of a larger Christmas challenge or as an open offer in

the context of a conference, curling is a guarantee for a positive atmosphere and motivated

participants.
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Tab-Xmas-Thriller
Faster than a speeding bullet!

Experience lots of fun, thrill and excitement in this authentic event filled to the brim with crime and

mystery puzzles – your personal Mission Impossible! This evidence search will be an unforgettable

adventure! Unusual and captivating challenges such as deciphering secret messages and searches

for dead drops help the junior team to successfully graduate from the Tabcrime Academy. A

concentrated cloud filled with interactive and exciting tasks stretch across the event venue. Team

equipment and iPads help the freshmen teams on their quest for the Tabspots to collect points

developing their individual strategy to become successful investigators. The tasks can only be jointly

completed and the class mastered with true instinct Start your investigation now!

Ideal for fans of geo-caching, scavenger hunt and crime mystery – throughout the year.

Tab-Xmas-Thriller

investigative
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Christmas-Team Art

artistic

Christmas-Team Art
Art unites your team!

Create unique and diverse paintings in together. In aid of our professional trainers’ coaching your team

will unleash creative skills to create truly special works. We will recommend the venue, and prepare

the event with necessary protective clothing, easels, canvases, paints and on request also Christmas

utensils. Rather uncreative participants will be able to participate in this extraordinary event unearthing

hidden talents. On request all teams can face a joint task, i.e. an XXL version of your logo or a unique

creative interpretation of your company values. We are happy to organize a challenge for the teams to

induce a competitiveness in the event. The variety of your Team Art event is manifold.

Now it‘s time to get creative. And afterwards you will exhibit your unique Team Art on your premises

in memory of this imaginative and remember of a creative Christmas party for a long time.
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Christmas-BINGO

surprised

Christmas-BINGO
A sociable fun for all and pure thrills!

Indulge in our Christmas BINGO! Only those who collect five matching symbols will receive gifts from

early on. Whether everyone is playing for themselves or together as a team with skill and

communication, the sociable game BINGO will fill your Christmas party with fun and excitement. With

different ideas and innovations to this classic game, we inspire you and your team with Christmas or

special formats. Whether typical seasonal symbols, figures of the nativity scene or excerpts of the

biblical Christmas story: All of the seasons' topics will guarantee Christmas spirit! After a warm welcome

by the hosting moderator, the participants receive their notes and off we go with the Christmas BINGO!

Christmas Angels - bring us luck! Everyone is excited about the ensuing draws until one of the

participants (or a team) can call out BINGO to win the round!

We are happy to conceptualize your individual BINGO – game with customized contents!



If you can present the products offered by us demonstrably cheaper from

another commercial provider with the same scope of services, you will 

receive the event for the same price.
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Patrick Havenstein

phone: +49 172 8710 712

email: p.havenstein@teamgeist.com

Nicole Franke

phone: +49 30 303 623 16

email: n.franke@teamgeist.com

Laura Fricke

Teamgeist GmbH

phone: +49 30 555 700 446

mobile: +49 151 188 496 19

email:  l.fricke@teamgeist.com

Location Berlin:

Teamgeist International GmbH

CEO Patrick Havenstein

Gartenfelder Straße 28 

13599 Berlin

phone: +49 30 8431 70 80

fax:      +49 30 843 170 81

www.teamgeist.com

Patricia Schwab

phone: +49 30 2850 4673

mobile : +49 1520 456 9475 

email: p.schwab@teamgeist.com

For your queries and to discuss further details we will gladly be of help to you personally.

Contact details


